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CME Corp Debuts Software Solutions
to Automate Logistics, Direct-to-Site Services
‘CME360’ merges capabilities of healthcare equipment supplier
for easier customer experience at nation’s medical facilities
WARWICK, R.I. (Sept. 19, 2018) – CME Corp’s (CME), a comprehensive healthcare equipment
provider and turn-key logistics company, has launched an internal tracking and logistics system
which will make its signature sourcing and direct-to-site delivery services even more efficient
and transparent, the company announced today.
After four years of developing the CME360 solutions software, the system has been fully
implemented, making CME the only national healthcare equipment supplier and logistics
company to have such an automated and universal system that enables clients to view their
orders in real time and make necessary – and possibly cost-saving – adjustments as equipment
is en route or being staged in warehouses. CME360 marries their Infor ERP with the proprietary
new suite of software solutions to streamline processes and minimize errors.
“We have been focusing on creating the most efficient product delivery service for our
customers, and this software will provide just that,” said Normand Chevrette, CME’s president.
“This latest improvement is a significant innovation within the healthcare industry, and it’s one
that will save our customers and our staff valuable time. We’ve always strived to be the ‘easy
button’ for the healthcare supply chain. Now with CME360, we’re making it even easier while
providing the customer visibility of their products as they make their journey from factory to their
facility.”
Through the system, product quotes will be improved and simplified into a single platform, even
when ordering from hundreds of manufacturers. Once the order is placed, asset management
will become more efficient as customers can view and verify their products in real time while
they are moving from various origin points, through our CME service centers and into their
facilities around the U.S.
To learn more about CME360, visit www.cmecorp.com.
About CME: CME is a comprehensive healthcare equipment and turn-key logistics company
providing personalized support and service. With service centers nationwide that offer more
than 1.2 million healthcare products from over 1,400 manufacturers, CME works to be a
healthcare system’s complete equipment solution providing product selection, procurement,
warehousing, assembly, staging, direct-to-site delivery, installation, and technical/biomed
services for all of its equipment. For more information, visit https://www.cmecorp.com/.
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